Luke—Handout #3

Macrostructure—Inclusio of Location

1:9—

24:53—

Structure: 1:7-24/25

1:7—Elizabeth barren

8—priestly service (home)→Temple

10—people

11—angel appears

17—a people “for the Lord”

20—angel (disappears)

21—people

23—priestly service (Temple)→home

24/25—Elizabeth pregnant

“barren”

“Theophorics

Zacharias/h =

Abijah =

Elizabeth (Greek, LXX) = ________________ (Hebrew, Ex. 6:23)

Gabriel =

John = Johanan (Hebrew) =

Elijah =

vv. 5-7—characterization
—Patriarchal paradigm

What it is not.

What it is.

v. 17—Elijah motif

Protological

Eschatological

Prophetic rôle